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MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE
WAIHINGTON
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION
President Nixon
Members of the Cabinet
Brent Scowcroft, Deputy As sistant to the
President for National Security Affairs

PARTICIPANTS:

. DA TE AND TIME: .

March 8, 1974

PLACE:

Cabinet Room

SUBJECT:

Cabinet Meeting: Briefing on Middle East

Kissinger: I will describe the basic strategy and how our recent
moves fit into our strategy•
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The situation we faced in October and November of last year
~
was: We faced a coalition of the Soviet Union and the Arabs united
~
against us. All the issues were lumped into one ball of wax. We
'.;
had to make it clear to the Arabs that the Soviet Union could give them
~
only arms whereas only we could give them a settlement. We had to
{!
break up the ball of wax. What helped was having Sadat. He is a
~.~~ moderate leader. He l s not like Nasser. He l s not intoxicated by
~ ~ his own rhetoric.
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The President: When Sadat came in, most people thought he could
~ never replace Nasser, who was charismatic. They were wrong.
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Kissinger: The estimates were that Sadat couldn It last three months,
and Sabri was the strong man. He is in jail now.
We wanted to frustrate the Arabs as long as they relied on
Soviet arms and pressure. We had to hang in there for three or four
years until the Arabs realized this.
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The President: What he :means is we had to prove only that the U. S.
c~~d bring peace.
We :maintained a :military balance in October and
we-ram the- groUnds for a diplo:matic settle:ment.
Israel :must be convinced that four :more wars would be
detri:mental to the:m. We don It want to club Israel, but to show the:m
it is in their interest•
.
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Kissinger: We had to withstand :military pressure and political pressure
in two Soviet su:m:mits before the :message got through. Sadat, even
during the airlift, didn't propagandize against us. The only people who
co:mplain about the alert are the A:mericans. They Ithe Arabs::! have
not been upset by it -- they understood.
The President: The Soviet Union wanted each of us to send in a couple
of divisions. When we said no, they said "we will go alone." That
was when we went on the alert.
Schlesinger: ·There were :misgivings in the Pentagon about the closeness
of our association with Israel. But it was the right policy.

KfSsuiifer:.

The Arabs can't he strong enough to defeat Israel, because
only because they don't do they have to rely on us for progress.

The President: What we have been able to do is to get the trust of
Arabs -- that is, if hostilities stopped we would continue to work
for per:manent peace. We are :moving; we have the Arabs' trust.
Israel :measures trust in ter:ms of tanks and Pharito:ms.
t1!~

Kissinger: Israel basically agrees this is the only way to go, but we
will still have proble:ms.
. - ,.'.
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The President: This will take one :meeting with Arab heads of govern:ment
and the Foreign Ministers, but we have to have :move:ment before the
Brezhnev su:m:mit.

KiSSf'nger-:

Our idea in October was that we would move Israel and
the Soviet Union would :move the Arabs. We are now in a position
where we can best :move both. We not only don't need the Soviet Union,
b~t _their style is bad for the Middle East.
Their negotiating style is
toq 'p_ed~ti_c.
,--
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The President: We are going to playa role in the whole Middle East.
The Egyptian breakthrough is of historical importance. The Middle
East is important. Vietnam was important. But relations between
the super powers is most important. We can't brag about pushing the
Soviet Union out of the Middle East. Let them preserve their pride.
Kissinger: So this scheme resulted in the Egyptian disengagement.
The negotiation with Syria is different. They see themselves as the
vanguard of pan-Arabism, etc. The big four asked us to start the
Syrian process going.
Sadat's chief of staff at one poine walked out, saying this was
a political deal and he would have no part of it. Sadat brought him
around in a few hou'rs. This would be inconceivable in Syria.
We started by thinking in Kilometer 101 terms. But we would
. have had an exchange of rejections and counterproposals.
Asad has, though, proposed a line, and it's not west of the '67
line. H we get a Syrian disengagement, we can go back to Egypt for
a territorial settlement because Syria will have signed a document
with Israel. We could fail with Syria, however.
The Soviet Union is extremely frustrated. We succeeded with
the Egyptian disengagement because they didn It know what was going
on. Now, in a clumsy way, the Soviet Union is trying to push its way
in. It is not in our interest to drive them to an explosion. They can't
bring a settlement, but they certainly can prevent one. It is a vital
U. S. interest to keep them sufficiently involved to keep them in line.
They could frustrate it by making extreme proposals or by stirring
up the radicals.
The President: There can't be peace in the Middle East if the Soviet
Union opposes it and unless we play an active role. The Soviet Union
can't produce a settlement but it could disrupt one.
Kissinger:

We can't frustrate them at every turn -- like MFN.

The President: Good point. The radical right and the radical left are
now joining to oppose MFN. Of course their system is oppressive.
The question is what do we do about it? I previously supported the
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Cold War approach. But it didn't work. We are now trying to find
areas of agreement. Under the old policy, only 400 Jews emigrated.
In 1913 it was up to 32,000.
If we freeze them, we must spend $100 billion more on weapons.
Even then, we used to be many times stronger in the '40s and '50s. So
what do we do about it?
We must maintain our stren$th, but keep our
contacts -- which means we have a voice inside the K~emlin, not just
shouting outside. MFN just Ire ans to stop discriminating against th.em
in trade policy. The Soviet Union is not going to change its system
because we wonit give them MFN.
If the trade bill has a credit restriction, I will veto it.

The UN, Cuba, Berlin -- they were good on all these.
gotten far more from detente.

We have

We are doing what is right.
Kissinger: The ardor of the liberals for Solzhenitsyn will cool when
they know he h to the far right of Goldwater. Solzhenitsyn is a
Slavophile 'and a Czarist.
The President: He isn't as good as Tolstoy. Three Tolstoy books
should be read -- War and Peace, Anna Karenina, Possession, and a
collection of religious essays.
We won't give up our ideals, but we will talk with our potential
enemies because the alternative is a runaway arms race and a possible
catastrophe. We don't think our talking will get them to change their
policies.
We are aware of the power areas -- U. S., Soviet Union, Japan,
PRC -- not Europe right now. Call our policy ~ balance of power policy.
Kissinger: Yes, but that doesn't mean we donrt distinguish our friends
from our enemies.
The President: We can't appear we are panting for an end of the
embargo. That is the best way to keep it from happening.
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